
xaki - new jordans 2017 Release

has been CR has been very good at combining some of the classic and now popular. This is the introduction of a new model of the
chukka VITO MAROON. 
< p > the Vito MAROON uses the suede material production, slender circular lace design make shoes texture looks more refined,
same all red suede material is also very easy to let we think of early is very popular in the FBT and previous supreme and Clarks
ORIGIANLS cooperation models. The bold set of color to let you heart full of unlimited gas can not refuse. Of course, this shoe is also
launched a relatively low-key version of the other colors. 
is currently on sale in the CR United States area. 
[Chinese shoes Network - News] had a fake scroll genius Chen, he got a pair of designer shoes genuine models after as little as ten
minutes apart and study shoes Putian City Chengxiang District Dragon Bridge Street Sewing and construction, will be able to draw
the design for mass production. Recently, he wanted to take advantage of this stunt, to find someone to co-invest alongside black
shoe, the police will be counted on the meter, posing as a partnership known as its desire to discuss cooperation, eventually Chen
captured. 
Some time ago, Chen found a pair of Nike brand shoes models, after the study, which he soon cracked the secret production of Nike
shoes, and soon produced a drawing, in the home run from the black shoe production. However, due to insufficient funds, Chen can
only produce small quantities of counterfeit shoes, he felt so minor it is difficult to make big money, so he thought of looking for a
partner into the capital, expand production scale. 
Putian City Licheng Zhenhai Public Security Bureau police station, according to reports, learned of the situation, we decided to count
on the meter, so let the owner posing as a police contact with Chen, falsely claiming that there are more than 40 million spare cash on
hand, We want to work with Chen, expand production scale. Chen everywhere to find someone cooperation agreed without thinking
intention to cooperate, and by the police posing as the owner agreed to meet in their own black shoe. 
Chen learned the exact location of the black factory after 15 am, two plainclothes police came to Zhenhai black factory town where
the streets and houses Road, button to open the door, open the door to come still sleepy Xing Zhong Chen cracked, then the police
seized on the spot more than 1000 pairs of fake Nike sports shoes in their living houses. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Suspected Kanye West will work with Nike waved goodbye 2013-12-09 00:03:47
Not long ago Twitter exposing a message, suspected Kanye West coming together adidas, Nike will really and waved goodbye, is
still unknown, and the upcoming releases of Nike Air Yeezy 2 "Red October" whether it will become a period is left in suspense, more
news please continue to pay attention to us. 
Nate Robinson wearing Nike Air Yeezy 2 expedition NBA, 2013-12-08 23:03:17
Nate Robinson likes to collect sneakers normal weekday, in everyday life, he also passes through Air Yeezy 2, but put on his Air
Yeezy 2 combat, but the first person in the history of the NBA, you have any thoughts it? Quickly to speak their minds now. 
Air Jordan 6 GS new color physical exposure 2013-12-08 23:37:58
The new color of the Air Jordan 6 GS After the partial exposure of the spy photos earlier has finally released a complete physical
picture, shoes Royal blue tone, details of places turquoise soft pink embellishment. It is reported that the sale of shoes is tentatively
scheduled for 2014, it will be able to look at the girls. 
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